samsung wf448aaw problems

Re: Front load washer (WFAAW/XAA) leaking water at bottom during Put it back to machine and chk it again to see if
it fix the problem.Re: Front load washer (WFAAW/XAA) leaking water at bottom during final spin cycle. Similar
problem but different model, mine is.24 Jan - 18 min - Uploaded by wolfionline.com View this Repair: wolfionline.com
washer.26 Aug - 2 min - Uploaded by SuperPlyGuy We began having trouble with our Samsung washing machine
(model number WFAAU/XAA.4 May - 3 min - Uploaded by eallevato Troubleshooting a Samsung front load washer
that is displaying "ND", and will not drain.Model Number: WFAAP/XAA Brand: Samsung Age: years No Drain error
started shortly after putting non HE detergent in by mistake.I have a Samsung WFAAW/XAA front load washer. hot
temp on the side I the machine and non spinning drum indicate further problems?.I have a Samsung WF that will not
drain. The drain This seems to be relay or control board problem. There are WFAAP/XAA WFAAP/XAC
WFAAW/XAA WFAAW/XAA WFAAW/XAC."Will not drain" for Samsung WFAAW/XAA? Local repairman
evaluated problem, I ordered the required part and he came back and completed the repair.SAMSUNG WFAAW
Manual Online: Information Codes. Information Problem. Error! Water Level Sensor. Problem. Error! The door will not.
unlock. Error!.I too have had multiple issues with my samsung washer. .. I have a WFAAW Front-Load Washer nd error
'not draining' how can I fix this.Samsung hit with class action lawsuit over defective washing and rectify the problem or
to reimburse customers for damaged clothes.We purchased the Samsung WFAAL/XAC 4cu ft. Frontload Washer and
dryer previously owned lasted 14 years no problems (Whirlpool). Should have.If you have any issues dealing with your
Samsung washer and the ND error code , please leave a question or comment below and we can.One of my biggest
concerns was the potential for mildew on the seal (a seemingly common problem with many front loaders). This
Samsung model dries quickly.Free repair help to fix your Samsung washing machine. Use our DIY troubleshooting and
videos. Then, get the parts you need fast.Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Samsung: WFAAP
Checking the Internet, I see the NO Drain problem is VERY common and They do show WFAAW/XAA or but they
have different control panels.
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